Clean

sweep
by Al Holst, product manager, and Rachel Scheck,
communications specialist, Park Industries

Taking a new approach to
plasma table cleaning and
maintenance can improve
productivity and uptime

the trays are lifted out with a crane
or forklift and dumped into a larger
scrap bin.

M

etal fabricators across
America always have
aches and pains that
need soothing. Take
the labor and cost of maintaining
a downdraft air plasma cutting
table for example. Most commonly,
these cutting tables are not selfcleaning, which means the operator
is responsible for carrying out the
arduous task on a fairly regular basis.
Depending on the hours of cutting
per month and the accumulated slag
inside the table, cleaning is often
required every four to eight weeks.
This equates to the plasma cutting
operation halting production for
maintenance – anywhere from half of
a day up to an entire day, at least six
times per year.

TABLE CLEANING
The plasma cutting arc produces
a large volume of molten slag that
pours over the slats supporting
the metal being cut. After weeks of
production cutting, the slats can
become so coated with slag that
they actually grow wider until airflow
into the table is blocked. Timely slat
maintenance is required to ensure
that the metal is properly supported
and airflow into the table is not
restricted. Delayed table maintenance
can lead to a shop filled with smoke
and an unsafe environment for
employees.
Typically, plasma cutting tables
include multiple removable slag trays
set inside the bottom of the table.
When filled with slag and fallen parts,

If the table has removable slat frames,
they are removed as an assembly to
gain access to the slag trays below.
If the table does not have slat trays,
slats must be removed one by one.
Generally, after weeks of cutting,
the slats are practically “welded” into
the frames.

Many companies find that when slat
replacement is required, discarding
the frames and slats is cost effective.
Companies often have new slat
frames and slats pre-made and ready
for installation into the table. The best
table designs minimize the fabrication
cost of the replacement slat frames.

DAMPER DOORS
Most downdraft air tables are
comprised of zones with steel damper

Unlike a conventional plasma cutting table with caked-on slats, like the one shown on
the previous page, a TracKlean table with cleaning plow pushes slag and fallen parts
to the front of the table.
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doors that are actuated open and
closed as the gantry and cutting
torch move along the rails of the
cutting machine. Damper doors are
actuated by mechanical arms that are
depressed by the gantry as it moves
along the rail or by air cylinders
controlled by the CNC.
When cutting over the junction
between the zones, adjacent zone
damper doors are held open over a
specific distance of gantry travel to
ensure effective capture of the smoke
left in the trailing zone. As a result, the
effectiveness of the exhaust system is
reduced until only one zone is open.
Activation timing of zones is critical
for certain applications, such as highspeed cutting of gauge metal and
plasma beveling.

FISHING FOR PARTS
Anyone who has operated a plasma
cutting table knows that several
parts per shift fall into the table. Parts
that fall between the slats and to
the bottom of the table are subject
to heat and spatter from the cutting
process unless they are quickly
retrieved.

To retrieve those parts, operators
often go “fishing” with a magnet
or metal hook. If a part cannot
be successfully retrieved, it often
remains in the bottom of the table
until the next cleaning day, which
could be weeks away.

A Kano HD CNC
plasma cutting
machine with
TracKlean and
AirSweep.

When parts are retrieved, they
commonly require significant and
costly cleanup. Understanding the
additional time and cost involved,
often a fabricator will send the
fallen part to the scrap pile instead
of considering a re-cut. Forcing
a part through manufacturing to
catch up with its associated batch
can cost a company hundreds of
dollars.

A BETTER WAY
To combat the hurdles associated
with keeping a plasma cutting table
clean, the team at Park Industries
posed a simple two-part question:
What if the cutting table featured a
self-cleaning design with low-cost
removable slat frames as well as a
traveling exhaust car with the ability
to rapidly retrieve a fallen part? And
then the team designed it.

Today, Park Industries’ Kano HD CNC
plasma cutting machine is configured
with the TracKlean self-cleaning
downdraft air table with a traveling
car with removable slag bin, low-cost
slat frames and detachable cleaning
plow. TracKlean works together with
the AirSweep fume extraction system
with dual-side exhaust tubes. To
further maximize operator ease of use,
Park Industries created a customized

iPark Soft OpCon displayed on the
screen of the Hypertherm Edge
Connect CNC control.
The functions of the TracKlean
system can be broken into three
parts: Track, retrieve, and park
and clean.
1. Track
The track soft key allows the car to
“find” the gantry. The traveling car
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locates itself under the cutting torch
and syncs to the gantry motion.

Figure 1. The difference between a plasma cutting table with TracKlean and
AirSweep and a standard downdraft table in terms of part re-cut costs.

Annual impact

TracKlean

Down Draft Table

250

250

Sheets cut per shift

10

10

Parts that fall per sheet

2

2

Fallen parts per shift

20

20

Percentage of fallen parts that must be re-cut

10%

40%

Parts per shift re-cut

2

8

Cost per re-cut part

$20.00

$20.00

Cost per year to re-cut parts

$10,000

$40,000

Shifts per year

INCREASE

300.0%

Figure 2. Comparing the maintenance cost differences between a Kano HD
plasma cutting table with TracKlean and a standard downdraft table.

Annual impact

TracKlean

Down Draft Table

Labor - Slag removal from table and slag bin

$625

$1,200

Cost - Slag bin replacement

$150

$800

Cost - Slat and slat frames replacement

$3,422

$7,277

Lost production ($225/hour)

$2,925

$10,800

Labor - Replace slats and slat frames

$630

$750

TOTAL

$7,752

$20,827

2. Retrieve
If critical parts fall through the slats
and into the removable slag bin, the
operator can pause cutting and press
the retrieve soft key. The traveling
car and slag bin move to the front
of the cutting table in under 5 sec.
Fallen parts can be quickly and safely
retrieved. The operator presses the
track soft key again to return the car
to under the torch and re-sync motion
with the gantry. The start button may
be pressed to resume cutting.
When it’s time to empty the slag bin,
the operator presses the retrieve soft
key to bring the car to the front of the
table. The slag bins are lifted out and
dumped. The track soft key is pressed
to return the car under the torch and
re-sync motion with the gantry.
3. Park and clean
With a Kano HD plasma cutting
machine with TracKlean, there’s really
no excuse to put off cleaning the table.
There is no slat removal required. It
self-cleans in less time than it takes to

microwave a small bag of popcorn.
The operator presses the park soft key
to move the car to the park location
at the rear of the table. The operator
then rotates two large pins that drop
into place to engage the cleaning
plow to the car. The clean soft key is
then pressed and the plow travels to
the front of the table in less than 30
sec. where the slag and debris can be
quickly removed.
Regarding AirSweep, the traveling
exhaust system was designed using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
software to optimize the airflow
characteristics of the system and
ensure all cutting fumes are captured
right at the source – directly under
the torch.
Openings into the two steel exhaust
tubes are covered with rubber belts.
Four rollers on each side of the
AirSweep system feed the belts up
and over the car as it moves under the
plate. As the belt is fed through the
rollers, openings in the exhaust tubes
are uncovered. Exhaust is directed
through the AirSweep car, out the
exhaust tubes and to the collector.
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No damper doors, mechanical arms or
pneumatic cylinders are required.

COST OF RE-CUT PARTS
Shops cutting 10 sheets of metal per
shift might expect that two or more
parts will fall through the slats into
the table per sheet. If 20 parts fall into
the table per shift, a percentage will
be sufficiently damaged requiring
them to be re-cut.

Timely slat maintenance is
required to ensure that the metal
is properly supported and airflow
into the table is not restricted.

The retrieve function of TracKlean
offers the opportunity to keep this
percentage very low. Shown in Figure
1, Park Industries estimates the cost
per part to be $20. This is a lower
estimate than it would typically cost
to re-cut a part. This number will
be used to illustrate the difference
between a TracKlean self-cleaning
table with AirSweep exhaust system
and a downdraft table.
The total cost to re-cut a part should
include the potential of reassigning
production personnel to other
tasks until the part is available,
reprogramming the CNC cutting files
or a delay in shipping a complete
machine to a customer.

CLEANING, LOST
PRODUCTION COSTS
All plasma cutting tables require
a certain amount of regular
maintenance. The best designs keep
the labor and material costs to a
minimum.
Once per week, TracKlean requires
about 6 min. to plow debris from the
table at an annual labor cost of $320
at $25 per hour. Annual labor costs to
dump the TracKlean slag bin weekly
total another $320.
Fortunately, the TracKlean plow can
be cleaning the table while the plate
is loaded or unloaded with almost no
interruption to production. Manually
cleaning a table requires cutting
production to stop for up to eight
continuous hours. Lost cutting time
can cost a company as much as $225
per hour. These costs are laid out in
Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the
total annual costs for a company with
the Kano HD plasma cutting machine
with TracKlean versus a typical
downdraft table with removable slat
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Parts that fall between the slats
and to the bottom of the table are
subject to heat and spatter from
the cutting process unless they
are quickly retrieved.

M

Figure 3. A comparison of the total annual costs for
a company with a Kano HD plasma cutting table with
TracKlean versus a typical downdraft cutting table.

frames and lift-out slag trays. In the
cost to re-cut parts comparison,
the downdraft table costs 300
percent more than the TracKlean
with AirSweep. In the cost of table
maintenance and lost production
comparison, the downdraft table
costs 168 percent more annually. It
is based off a 6-ft.-by-12-ft. cutting
machine and a single shift per day
operation.

As seen in the comparison, the Kano
HD cutting machine with TracKlean
and AirSweep has a lower cost of
ownership, saving fabricators parts,
labor and production time.

PARK INDUSTRIES
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